DAB November 3, 2016

Thanks to everyone who walked in the Homecoming parade, we had a great turn out!

Our current balance is: $3,275.50 however after all the orgs take their funds out it will be around $2,300
*Reminder to get funds before December!

Finals Food

We’re trying to make finals food into a bigger event by bringing in stress buster’s or other people to teach us about mental health.

Discussed what days would work best for finals food and ended up giving the event to our events committee.

HES Week

In an attempt to unify the college, we want to give a “Ted Talk”—like seminar where students from each org talk about what they do and why it matters.

We’re thinking about asking professors to offer extra credit to anyone that goes.

Scholarship

One thing mentioned earlier this year was to create a scholarship with our left over funds. So far nothing is set in stone but we want to either do 1 big scholarship or a few smaller ones.

Let us know what you think by submitting a proposal!

We need to know:
- How would they get them? (Essay, application, video submission, etc.)
- What would make someone get selected over another? (should they have certain criteria?)
- How would we let people know about our scholarship?
- When would we let them know?
*and anything else you feel is important to include

Next meeting is December 1st, 7:00 P.M. in Gwynn Lounge

Hope to see you all there!